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SUMMARY
The horizontal and vertical corponants of the tndmed
velocity In front of an Irc.lined~rcpeller in a laorizoi~tal
stream were obtained by a ra<:nstjc-ancl~<y .~ethod. The
prablem we.sformulated in terns of tke l:near theory of
the acceleration peter.tlal of ar inccfipressible ~~il~’lsc~us
fluid, l~he?Yonel~er ~a~ ~gg’~r.ed to be an actuator disk.
The harizo~:tal c~rporent or the induced velocity waa found
by a nu~eric~l cal~ul~tlon. J’umertcal calculation of the
vertical coraonent, Lcwever, was not pra2ti2a51e; t~~ere-
fore the vertical c’tnTonent was ootalr,ed frcm electrical
measure .il.ent.s‘oyUS9 of the analo~.y betv.eer.tP.eaccelera-
tion pot9ntial of an incompressible nonviscous fluid and
the poteatial of a regnetlc field.
An alternative form’~lation of the protlem in terms
of the traillng-vortex shset is shin: to be squivale.lt to
the acceleration-peter.tial formulation if the thrust coef-
ficient IS assumed so sv’allthat tha sli~stream is not
deflected and undergoes no contrcct!or.. From the r~sult~
pres~ntsd~ Induced velocities of greater accuracy are
shown to be obtainable from a modification of the vortex
theory based on the assumtion of a constant f:nite dcwn-
wash angle of the slipstream.
The recent development of airplane designs with
pusher-propeller installations has occasioned several
Inquirfes regardin~ the nature of the flow in front of
an Inclined propeller and the corresponding aerodynmpic
effects on the wing. Because of the difficulty of the
calculations, little effort has heretofore been mde to
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campute the Plow. Some experimental work, however, has
been done in connection with the prablem of the lift
increment on the wing (far example, references 1 and 2).
Further development of’the theory is cons!aered desirable
to stirveas a basis for correlation of these and similar
Cat& .
The purrv3se of’ She pi’esentpaper is to give detailed
tkearetical aata on the induced velocities in frc~ltC& an
incllned prapeller. !Xly the compments important to the
problem have been ~btained; namely,tile camponsnt parallel
to the free-strea-z direction and the component normal to
the free strem and in a vertical plane, which will be
designated horizontal and vertical cmponenta, respec-
tively. The determination of these components is based
nn the linear theory of t-neacceleration potential of &n
incmpresslble nonviscous I’luid, and the propeller is
tismu!.edto be an actuator disk. Secarse the theory is
valid only for &wall perturbations, the results, which
&re presented in ~ixensi~aless form independent of the
thrust coefficie~t, are valid only if used for propellers
aper~lting at law thrust coefficients.
The horizontal component I>zmthe induced velocity was
detemined by n-americal cwl.gutation. The comput~tion cf
this cmn~~ilentwas pr&cticable becaus= of certain si::lpll-
fications due ta symmdtry. Fmerical calculation sK’the
vertlc~l cm!.poaent, Wmver. 1s excessively laborious &nd
time-consunin~: conseqventl:~,the vsrti.ctilcom.p,3nentwas
obtained frm electrlchl neasure~:enta by use a~ tke
unalogy between the acceler~ti9n pohentidl of’an incam-
‘luid &nfi tkL~ P?ventid Of a magneticpressible nonviscous .
f%eld.
An alternative formulation ~f the proDlem in terms
of the trailing-vortex sheet is shown to be equivalent to
the acceleratlan-mtential i’ormulatlon if the thrust coef-
fi.ciant is ussumet so small tlhatthe slipatrean is not
deflected and undergoes no contract:.~n. prom the results
presented, induced velocities of greater accuracy are
shown to be obtainable from a modification of the vortex
theory based on the assumption of a c>nstant finite down-
wash angle of the slipstream.
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SYMBOLS
P
PI
P
t
x, y, z
v
u, v, v;
T
R
T’)
rL7
m
-c
local static pressure
static pressure at downstrewLfiface of propeller
disk
air density
tiiae
rect.msular c~ordinates (fig. 1)
free-stresm velocity
components of pertunbati.sn velocity :n X-,Y-,
unt Z-directii9n9, respectively
electric cl:rrsnt, C,;s electrnmbgnetic units
fihrustc~efficient (’+
“)\ ~,vL=2,
( udimensionless velocities\ ~’
respectively )
/
dimensionless pressure #/p
()PV2TC
dimensionless coordinates (X/r<,
respectively)
maCnstic scalar potential, Cgs
netic units
v w
——
VTC’ VTCJ
Y/RJ z/~9
electrcmaG-
components of m~Gnet~c-f~eld. ‘strength, cgs
e~ectrojl:a~neticufitg
experimentally measured voltage, volts
—. —. —. .—
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7?-4. ratio of w! to anslogous measured voltage E
U angle of inclination d prozmller disk to Z-axis,
~egreca
c assured constant ~ownwash. anC;leaf slipstream,
radians
1-111 mass rate of ?Ic”wacrass propeller disk
frisk
,-
Dt
P
P
These equattons are in
2X I
(1)
Citleam The ‘equzti~ns ray b~ xs,le linear If tliec~mpments
of the perturbation vel~city are assmed to be small colm-
pared *i;iththe free-stream veloclty. (S6e reference 3.)
Tf this asswnption is ~~alldand if terms of the second
cmd9r are neglected,
r(v+u)=~=v.x “-
J)t Dt bx I
(/2)
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By virtue of’equations (2), equations (1) become
. . ..,..
.
(Sa)
(3b)
(3C)
If equations (3) are differentiated successively
with respect to x, y, and z and are added, the result
is
(4)
~.~agnetica~lg~m- Since by equation (4.) p satisfies
Laplace~s equation, and since the scalar potential of a
ma~netlc field also satisfies Laplace~s equation, it
follows that for sinilar boundary conditions p is
directly analogous to the scalar potential of a magnetic
field. This f’act 1s the theoretical basis of the magnetic
analogy of the present paper.
For low thrust coefficients the three boundary condi-
tions for the pressure p in the problem of the actuator
disk are:
(1) The pressure has some constant value -pl uni-
formly over the upstream face of the disk and a value pl
uniformly over the downstream face.
( 2 ) The pressure has no singularities other than the
jump discontinuity at the disk.
(3) At great distances from the disk, the pressure
is uniform and without loss of generality may be assumed
to be zero.
For the magnetic
isfied by using
circular wire 10
Do
as
Op
tential the first condition Is sat-
the source of the magnetic field a
carrying a current. The use of this
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current-carrying loop actually ensures the appropriate
behavior o: the magnetic field at the disk since the
magnetic gutentlal of such a loop has the value -2mI
uniformly over one f’aceof the loop and the value 2TrI
over the other face - if cgs electrcnnagnetic units are .
used (reference 4). The second condition is satisfied if
no other magnetic fields and no magnetic materials are in
the neighborhood of the loop. The third condition is
satisfied automatically, since the magnetic potential of
the loop approaches zero at great distances fram the loop.
is
pvu = -p (5)
Tnasmuch as the dimensionless velocity u’ and the dimen-
sionless pressure n? are defined by
?1
u!=__
VTc
and
pf .-IL
w’% c
equation (5) becomes
u! =
-P ‘ (6)
The value of the dimensionless g~essure -p! at tF.ed~lz_ln-
stream face of che disk is
P1
P~ ‘ =—
$V2TC
(7)2=- lY
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Since this boundary value is a universal numerical con-
stant, t-hevalues of the dimensionless velocities
throughout space, whLch are determined by the boudary..
values of’ P’s are also universal numerical constants.
By means of the dimensionless coefficients u I, v‘, w f,
and pl, therefore, the problem is stated in a non-
dimensional form that is independent of all relevant
variables such as the disk radius, density, thrust, and
free-stream velocity.
Ih accordance with the magnetic analogy, the ma~netic
potential is directly analogous to the pressure p!; that
is,
(8)
where ~ is the magnetic notential meesured at a point
of which the dinenslonless-coordinates x~, Y’s ~nd z!
are the same as the c?ir.ensicnlesscoordlnatea of the
point where p! is Y[]easured,tindwhsre k is soriiecan-
stant of oro;ortionality tk.atCapends on the dimensions
of the eloctronagnetic spte.m. The value of Pt and,
hence, u! was thus obtained by calculating @ and
mzltiplyi~ by the constant kl whii;.hmay be deter.cined
by COr.par~.~the Val’deOr F! at t~hedisk, which by
eq~atlon (~) is 2/rr, with the value 02 @ at the disk,
WI-!!C:his 2n’I. Tke calculation of }~ was effected by
nu~.erical irteJrut!on OF a f’ormll.la~~iv~nby &m;~the
(re~erence 5) for the magnetic field of a circular loop.
The potential V and, consequently, the horizontal
velocity UI at any noint depand only on the p9sition of
this point relative ta the disk; thus, the results for UI
at positione given in terms of coordinates f%xeciin the
disk are the same for all angles of inclination. Beccuse
of rotational symmetry, mareoverj the values of’ u! at
corresponding points in any two planes through the ~is
of the disk are the same. It was thus necessary to
calculate u! over only one -ial plane.
The linear theory of the present paper gives Values
u
of u! = — that are valid for low ~hrust coefficients;
VTc
that is, the results for u? are essentially the deriva-
tives of u/i’ with respect to Tc at Tc = O. The
momentum theory ai’the propeller (reference 6) gives the
infmlow velocity at ths disk as
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v
(r
~
u=- \l+ —.
2 n )1
The value of’ UT at the disk should therefcre be
( +()uf=— 2=-dTc n’
TC=O
u wake that checks exactly with tha value given ky the
iinsar thsury of the gresent paper (equations (6) and (7)).
Basis of deternlnation of vertical velacity.- If
equatjcn (SC) is integrated W1tllrespect to x, froIa .=
to x, the result is
(9)
If eqliation (9) is divided by PV2TC and if dimensionless
cao~.linates are :ntr~Guced, t-hevesult is
(lo)
In accordance with the magnetic ~.nala~, if equation (~) .
is used, equation (10) kecomes
w!R- /’”, M! (jx,
J ?)Zl‘ -m
(11)
But since ~ is the potential of a magnetic field,
?“ i
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.Qi!=Hz
?)2
where Hz
strength.
is the z-comnonent of the magnetic-field
Equation (11) now becomes
rxW!=k Hz dx (12)(LCO
In order to find the value of W! at a point (x!, y!, 21)
It Is therefore sufficient to measure the integral
af Hz alo~ a path parallel to tb.eX-axis, extending
from mtnua infinity to the point (x, y, z).
An alternating”na~netlc field in uir Induces In a
c~)ilof wire a voltage proportional to the total flux
I.Inkingthe coil, which in turn is proportional to the
Integral over the face of the coil of the normal compo-
nent of’the magnetic-field strength. The voltage Induced
in a long narr~w search coil Is proportional to the sur-
face Integral.of the normal field over the area of this
coil; since the coil is narrow and, consequently, the
field streilGthis aLmost constant across the width of
tll:)coil, this surface integral la pronortlonal to the
line integral along the length ~f the coil. The line
Integral in equation (12), therefore, is proportional to
the voltage induced In & long narrow search coil, the
plane of which Is perpendicular to the Z-axis, which
extends parallel to the X-axis from the point (-m, y, z)
t“:the nojnt (x, y, z), as shown in figure 2.
Since the magnetic field dies out rapidly with distance,
a search coil of practical length actually suffices to
obtain accurately enough the infinite Integral.
Thus the following equation holds:
w?
‘m (13)
wnere E Is a measured voltage proportional to the
voltage Induced in the search coil and K is a constant
of proportionality to be determined by calibration.
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APPARATCJS AND METHODS
Field coil.- A field CC’.1of’64 turns of Brawn
and Sharpe No. 18 copper wire wound on a circular wooden
form was used to simulate the actuator disk. The mean
radius of the coil ~ias12 Inches and the cross section
was a square 0.875 Inch by 0.875 inch. The coil was
supported by pivots about its horizontal diameter in
such a way that its angle of inclination to the Z-axis
could be varied and the support could be moved up and
down. The arrangement is shown in figure 2.
Search COIl.- As previously explained, a long narrow
search coil was used to perfmnn the integration of the
magnetic-field strength indicated in equation (12). The
search coil was m,adeup ot’110 turns of Brown and Sharpe
No. 40 copper wire wound lengthwise on a glass rod
72 inches by 0.2Z5 inch by 1.2 inches. The coil rested
on Lucite sup~rts at the two ends. The supports were
scribed with cross-hair lines to aid in setting the posi-
tion of the coil and were supplied with leveling screws
so that the face of the coil could be turned exactly 900
to the flux being measured. The voltage developed in the
search coil was fed through a filter e~minating 60-cycle
pickup to an electronic voltmeter b~ which the voltage
was measured.
Power suml .-
~
Current was supplied to the field
coil rom a ma or-generator set delivering 5.0 amperes
at 390 cycles per second. The Ward-Leonard speed control
system was used so that the frequency and output voltage
could be adjusted by rheostkts. The output voltage was
continuously adjusted to maintain through the tield coil
a constant current of 5.0 amperes, as measured on a
standard high-frequency ammeter. The output of the
generator was connected in parallel with the input of a
cathode-ray oscilloscope, and a 60-cycI.e line voltage was
connected across the sweep circuit. The resulting
Lissajms pattern was held stationary by continuous
adjustment of the frequency control rheostat; thus the
frequency of the current was maintained constant at
390 cycles per second. The arrangement is shown in
figure 3.
Test procedure.- In order to measure the integral
in equation (12) at the point (x, y, z) when the disk
ITACAARH Nc .
WES inclined
coil was set
a horizontal
a protractor
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to the Z-axis by an angle a, the field
so that its center was a distance Z bglow
table; then It was set at the angle a with
and the search coil was nlaced on the table
p&~allel to the X-axis with one end a% the point (x, y, z)
and the other end away from the field coil. The arrange-
ment Is shnwn in figure 2. For each setting of’ a and z,
readings of the voltage were made at the 170 vertices of
a rectangular grid 64 inches by 40 inches that was made
up sf lines parallel to the X-axis and the Y-axis spaced
at intervals of 4 inches. The arrangement is shown in
figure 1.
Zero hei@t ad ustment.- In order to locate the
~.elgh%of .!the Ilela CO*1 corresponding to a value
of z = O, a was set at Oo and the height of the field
coil was then adjusted for zero volta~e in tliesearch
cg~l. The voltage in the search coil is zero when a
and z are zera~ sa that the search coil Is on a plane
throu~h tho axts of tne field coil, since the comp;nent
of the r.a~net~c field normal to such a plane is zero.
Leveli~ adjustment for the seaz’chc~il.- The com-
nonen% hz of the nuqye c rield is s-ymr~atricabout the
I.Z-plane far all values of a; conset:uently if the
~earch coil actually measures the component Hz of the
rc.a~nctic~-lel.d!,the voltage readings should be the swfie
for two positions of the search COI1 in which the values
of’ x and z are the same snd In which the values of y
have equal magnitudes but opposite signs. If, however,
the search coil is not level so that the ccmponent Hy
also contributes to the induced voltage, the voltage
readings will not be the same at symmetric points since Hy
has ~g’>osite signs at symmetric points. “When the comp-
onent Hy is strong, the error In the voltage reading
may be lar~e If the search coil is not level; hence at
each settin~ of a and z the coil was leveled by
adjusting the leveling screws until the readings were the
sa”..efor a galr of symi~etricpositions. Because of some
unovenesa of the table top on which tinesearch coil
rested, the readings were not exactly the same for other
pairs of symmetric positions; hence average values were
used for the data at other positlonsc
C.nlibratlon of the magnetic analogy apparatus.- In
order~c~culate w! from he voltage readi~s Yy use
— ——-
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af equation (13) determination of the”value of the con-
stant K was necessary. Thl.s value was obtained by
calibrating the apparatus; that is, by comparing values
of E measured at a series of calibration points with
values of w! calculated for those points. The values
of w! were calculated from equation (12) by use of an
electromagnetic formula (reference 5). The method Is
similar to the method p~eviously dlscusseciby which the
hmizontal velocity u~ was calculated.
The values of’ w? mere calculated for values of a =9@
and z = O at a series or points along the X--is. A
comparison of calculated values of w!
values of E is g:ven
and measured
in table I to stiw how the cal-
ibration constant K was obtained.
.- In order to esthate the accuracy of the
&%%aluesof w,bxper men , were com-putedEt several
points f’or a value of a = L; and were compared with the
corresponding experimental values. The experimental
values were found to be low, some :)yas rluch as 8 percent.
This Inaccuracy In the data can be attributed to errors
in the measurement of distances and ~les and to the
fact that the search coil used was of finite length. The
error due to the finite length of’the search coil could
be calculated by means of the assumption that at great
distances from the field coil the ma~metic field could be
approximated by the Sielq of a magnetic dipole. This
eriwr was f’ound to amount to less than ~ percent at great
distances from the field coll,~where the magnetic field
falls off slowly with distance. In general, about half
of the error may be attributed to the finite length of
the search coil and the other half, tG inaccuracies in
measuring distances and angles.
The error of the calibration readings (table I) may
be seen to be less than the 8 percent error mentioned
previously. This greater precision Is probably due to
the fact that for values of a = 90° and z = O the
voltage reading is insensitiveto small errors in the
alinem.ent of the field and search coils because the
magnetic field 1s symmetric about the origin and 1s a
maximum relative to both Q and z.
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RESULTS”
,... ,,. .
The horizontal velocity field of the actuator disk
1s presented in figure 4 as a map of contours of constant
dimensionless horizontal velocity u! in a plane through
the axis of symmetry of the disk. The horizontal velocity
at any point for any value of a is then the s&ne as the
horizontal velocity at the corresponding point that is in
this plane of symmetry and has tha same position in terms
of coordinates fixed in the actuator disk.
The vertical velocity field of the actuator disk is
presented in figures 5 to 9 as a series of maps of’contours
of constant dimensionless vertical velocity WI for five
different values of a at nine vertical sections that
are parallel to the free stream and spaced &t $ntervalsof 1/3 radius from values of y = O to y = ~ radii.
In order to plot each contour map, averages ~~’the voltage
readings on the two sides of the XZ-plane were used. On
each section the contours of constant velocity are drawn
throughout a rectangular area extending horizontally
3 radii upstream from the actuator disk and vertically
1 radius above and below the center of the disk. The
nine sections on which contour maps are drawn are labeled
a to i from the plane of symmetry outwards, as shown
in figure 1.
VORTEX TREATMENT OF AC~TATOR-DISK PR03LEM
Equivalence at low thrust coefficients of vortex and
accelerat ion-notential formulations of actuator-disk
e“- “ ‘s ‘hwn ‘n ‘eference 7 ‘k” ‘here ‘s ‘sso-
—.
with an actuator disk at low th’ust coefficient a
cy~indr~cal s~.eet of’ circular vortex ringg, w~ch leave
the disk and travel downstream in the free-stream direction.
This vortex pattern is approximated by a propeller
operating at low thrust coefficient and rotational speeds
high in comparison with the free-stream velocity and
having blai!es along which the bound vortex strength is
uniform. Because the bound vortex strength is uniform,
trailing vortices leave the blades only at the tips and
at the center of the propeller. The tip vortices travel
downstream in helical paths and the vortices from the
propeller center travel downstream in a straight line.
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At any Instant the density of the bound vortices and of’
the trailing vrmtices from the propeller center is neg-
ligible compared with the density of the helical vortices,
since the density of these tip vortices Is proportional
to the high speed of the blade tips. The velocity field
of the propeller is therefore the induced velocity field
of the infinite cylindrical vortex sheet shed from the
blade tips. Since the rotational velocity is hi~h, the
pitch of a helical vortex is small and the sheet can
therefore be considered to consist of an infinite con-
tinuous row of circular vortex lines.
It may also be shown that the induced velocity field
of a propeller operating at low rotational speed and low
thrust coefficient and having an infinite number of bltides
along which the bound vortex strength is uniform is the
same outside the slipstream as the velocity field of an
actuator disk. The vortex pattern of such a propeller
may be considered to consist of a system of vortex rings
to which must be added another vortex system composed of
the radial bound vortices to~ether with straight trailing
vortices from the propeller center and from the blade
tips. The induced velocity field of the system of rings
Is the same as that of an actuator disk. The induced
velocity field of the remaining vortex system, however,
ray be shown to be zero outside the slipstrem. The
rotational induced velocity is zero because of rotational
symmetry and the fact that the total circulation around
a closed path exterior to the slipstream is zero (since
the total included vorticity iS zero). The radial and
axial components are zero, since only the radial bound
vortex elements in the plane of the disk could contribute
to such components and the contribution of these elements
vanishes bscause of symmetry.
The velocity field of an actuator disk may be cal-
culated by integrating the e~f’ectof the infinite row of
circular vortex lines. Since the velocity induced by a
Vortex line IS directly a~hgOu9 t~ the ~La&netic field
of a current filament, the induced velocity of the infinite
vortex sheet is analogous to the integral of the magnetic
field of an infinite row of circular current filaments.
This inteGral, in which the point at which the field is
evaluated is fixed and the position of. the source is
variable, evidently has the same value as a related
integral of the magnetic field at a variable point due
to a fixed source. The related integral, however, as
-. ————.
--
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has been shown previously, gives the induced velocity
accor~ing to the acceleration-potential formulation of
the problem.. Under the.~ssumption- ot..small perturbations,
the alternative treatment of the problem of the actuator
disk using the traillng vortex s@et, which may be con-
sidered to be the treatment in terms of the velocity
potential, yields the same results as the treatment in
terms of the.acceleration potential.
Kodificatton of vortex sheet formulation for high
thrust coefficients.- A ta-c~on in he zheary as pre-
sented thllsf’ar~thc Zact previously noted that the
result9 are valid only at loti-t;hrust~oefficients. In
the acceleration-potentiai t’ornulaticm, the source of
this limitation occurs in the assumption that the per-
turbation velocities are s1.wL1lc@w.paaedwith ths free-
stre3m velocity; in ~he trailin~ vortex formulation, the
llr~itationocc~ms in the assumptions that che slipstream
under~oes no contraction and that it trav91s dawnstraam
in the free-strear direct!on. Tim theory of the vortex
forml~lationray be r-ar~fied co give g~eater accuracy tit
h!~h Ula’ustccef.f’iclentsby &ssl~Li~& tkwt hhe sligst~eam
1s cle.flecteil<2W:Ti:erdfr~.flty.efree stream by a clonstuat
finite angle c. The nownwash anGle lr.the ultimate
“sfike c= .~}iybe c:ct.ep.ir.edby a sim,slec~lculattcr. ar.d:~-aybe
taken as the vallloOF C. SirAce,Y.owsver, the maxim:ul
ini’luence is exe~tcd h?~the trailtng vnrtices just behind
the propeller, :t might be r.ore accurate to ~se as the
vulue of ~ the downmsh an~le imled~ately behind the
propeller, which IS aoaut one-hall’ of c~. The integration
is then rerformed in the direction or the trailing vortex
she6t rather tkan in the free-stroa.tudirection, the direc-
tion ai’the X-axis (fig. 10). If the X-axis ant!tlw
Z-uis are rotated through an angle c about the Y-axis
to form a new set of cooroiaate axes (x, Y, z), tile
integration in the direction of ths slipstream is inteSra-
tinn along the ~-sxis of the field of a coil makin~ an
angle a - 57.3c (in deg) with the ~ &=is. (See fig. 10. )
The components of the perturbati~n velocity ~arallel to
the ~-axis and the ~-axis can be obtained from the results
presented in fllgures4 to 9 for the bmrizo~tal and
vertical ~erturbation velocities far the an@e a - 57.3c.
From the x- and ~-cor.ponents of the perturbation velocity,
the x- and z-components may then be found by a simgle
calculation.
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Calculation of slipstream downwash Q ~le.- The down-
waah angle C2 may be calculated by equating’ the compo-
nents of the propeller thrust parallel and normal to the
free st~eam to the corresponding c~mponents of the rate
of change of momentum of the air flow. lVhen the normal
thrust-momentum equatloq is set up, care must be exercised
to include the momentum of the flow about the slipstream;
that is, the momentum of lts virtual mass (references 8
and9). The normal thrust-momentum equation therefore is
Ta
‘=M(V + U2)C2 + MVC2
5793
(u-)
where M is the mass rate of flow across the propeller
disk, and U2 1s the velocity Increment in the slipstream
in the ultimate wake. The term M(V + u2)c2 of equa-
tion (1~.)iS the vertical ~L~~ent~ in the SlipStr(3SJL; the
term fi!Vc2 is the vertical momentum of the virtual mass
of tineslipstream. Yhe thrust is given by the equation
T=
Substitution of equation (15)
Nuz (15)
in equation (~) gives
I.Qa
57=3c2 = —
LQ + 2V
In order to apply equation (16) the value
. (i
~
U2 ‘v l+—- )1Tl,
(16)
(17)
derived from the momentum theory of the propeller with
no inclination (reference 6) may be used.
In practice, the correction angle c is very small.
For example, if a = 10° and Tc = 0.2, equation (17)
becomes
(1
J
U2=V )1+8x0.2- ~—-
Tl /
U.2= 0.22fiv
NACA ARR ~~0.L6A05b
and, consequently, eqr.atton (16) becomes
17
57*3c~ =
o.228v x 10 ~ ~
0.228v + 2V
which gives for 6 a value of
1 0.5II
‘ZE2 = — radian ~5793
EFFECT 3F PUSHER PROPELLER
AND PITCHING HONENT OF
0.50
ONLIFT’
%ING
The lncrel:~entalhorizontal and vertical velocities
indllcedby a pusher ~~mpeller may be expected to cause aa
lficneasein the lift gf the wing (reference 1) and a
<~crease in the Pitching fi~rLentz ~n~sr.uch Es =h~8e irJcre-
y.ental velocities increase toward the trailing edge. T;ad
results OS the present paper Indicace that the induced
vertical velocities (figs. 5 to 9) in the region directly
&.~ie$~~aaf the nropeller are s~.allin pm,parison with the
!nduced horizontal velocities (f’lg.4). The effect 01’
the Induced vertical flow on the lift and pitching moment
~f the wing may consequently be expected to be small in
Co.aactrj.sonwith the effect of ~he induced IIorlzontal flaw.
Calcul&tiun of the magnitudes of the j.ncrementsof lift
cnd pitching moment dhe to the presence of the pusher
nr~qel.ler is however cansldered impracticable, Inasmuch
&s (1) the availGble lift:ng s’urfacetheories require a
prohibitive amount of labor, especially for & flow field
as nonunlf’orm as that in front of a propeller, and
(2) ~he chariFeswr~ught by the pressure field and velocity
field of the propelle~’ In the boundary layer, which cannot
he taken into account in the lifting-surface theory, are
exnected to cause increments in lift and moment comparable
with the total increments c?ueto the presence of the
pusher propeller (reference 1). It nay be c~ncluded,
then, that further work both to clarify the physical
nhenor.ena and to improve the computational methods will
be required before the effect of the
wing can be accurately predicted.
llACAARR NO.
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COl!PARISON OF COMPUTED VA~ES OF w ? AND MEASURl!D VOLTAG~ E
[CL= goo; ;. =0; Z=o]
F+
——. —~~ E ~K=w~/E.
‘ra:ii+-+~
2.0 O.O~Ql I 0.03225 I 1.367
~
2=5. i .02sg3 ! .om~~ 1.363
I
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I
.011:4 I .o~955 1.384
~.o .oo~72 , .006@ i 1.363
I I
/+.5 [ i .IJO~90 i 1.354.00664 I
+— .—
I
I !.verage val~e of ;{= I1.366 ,
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